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About Solid State: Minnesota’s High-tech History
A collection of Twin Cities Public Television (TPT) links with description texts
Producer/author Kevin Dragseth, formatting for the web by Lowell Benson

INTRODUCTION
Minnesota is the land of abundant natural resources, known for clear waters, fertile soil, and lush
forests. But Minnesota was also home to the world’s most high-tech computer industry for
decades, hosting the likes of UNIVAC, Control Data, Honeywell, and IBM. How did all
of this end up here and why did it thrive? And what of the high-tech economy now? Find out
what makes Minnesota such a “Solid State” by viewing a TPT documentary produced in
partnership with the Minnesota High Tech Association (MHTA).
Live stream from:
https://www.tpt.org/solid-state/video/solid-state-minnesotas-high-tech-history-35848/. This paper
also provides six brief video clip links containing some interviewee ‘out-takes’ that weren’t
included in the documentary. Thanks to TPT’s producer Kevin Dragseth.
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VIP Club members interviewed and appearing in the documentary as well as some of the ‘teaser’
clips are; Bernie Jansen2, Dick Erdrich, Don Weidenbach, Harvey Taipale, Keith Myhre, Lowell
Benson, Mike Svendsen, Millie Gignac, and Patricia Myhre2.

Show Times Were:
•
•
•
1
2

Sunday, Oct 13 at 8am TPT 2
Sunday, Oct 13 at 7pm TPT MN
Sunday, Oct 20 at 7am TPT MN

•
•
•
•

Sunday, Oct 20 at 1pm TPT MN
Sunday, Nov 10 at 8pm TPT MN
Sunday, Nov 17 at 2am TPT MN
Sunday, Nov 17 at 8am TPT MN

Click on a section title for a quick scroll down thereto.
Sorry that Bernie and Patricia passed away before this documentary went public.
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1. WAS MINNESOTA REALLY THE SILICON VALLEY OF THE MIDWEST?
https://www.tptoriginals.org/was-minnesota-really-the-silicon-valley-of-the-midwest/
It’s an unfortunate secret to most of the world (including to most Minnesotans) that the North Star State
was the epicenter of high-tech computing at a time when California’s Bay Area was merely building basic
components. The Silicon Valley moniker coincided with a shift in the industry, a shift that would prove
crucial to the industry’s meteoric rise in California, and to the unstoppable decline here.
Minnesota’s dominance in computing began by somewhat of an accident of history (see How MN Became
the Land of 10,000 Top-Secret Computer Projects). But regardless of the trigger, the workforce was ready.
Thousands of skilled technical workers were readily available, trained by industry leaders such as
Honeywell and the University of Minnesota. According to Thomas Misa, author of Digital State, it’s no
accident that the decline of the streetcar coincided with the rise of high-tech digital manufacturing; highly
skilled workers made the lateral move from sophisticated transport technology to state-of-the-art
computing technology.
By the end of the 1950s, four of the world’s biggest computing companies called Minnesota home:
UNIVAC, Control Data, Honeywell and IBM Rochester. With such a profound concentration of expertise in
engineering, manufacturing and programming, Minnesota’s place as the computing capitol of the world
seemed assured. The 1960s and 1970s only strengthened that claim, or so it seemed. We even gained
another industry-leading enterprise: In 1976, famed supercomputer designer Seymour Cray (formerly of
UNIVAC and Control Data) named Minneapolis the business headquarters for his newly formed Cray
Research (full disclosure: Chippewa Falls, Wis., was the company’s spiritual and manufacturing home).
But by the later 1970s, the aforementioned shift slowly began. Hubristically, Control Data kept doing what
they’d always done: create massive, extremely expensive mainframes and supercomputers. Thankfully,
they’d created an OEM (original equipment manufacturer) business around peripheral storage equipment
a decade earlier. What they didn’t know was that that OEM business would become their lifeline in a few
short years.
The shift was a steady migration away from mainframe-based computing toward desktop computing;
away from timesharing on multi-million-dollar supercomputers and toward inexpensive software
solutions that could run on inexpensive microcomputers. That’s the shift that California-based
entrepreneurs saw coming and upon which they capitalized brilliantly. The everyday office worker could
use technology, not just large enterprise businesses and world-class research institutes.
Control Data was the hardest hit, at least from this shift specifically. As the most public-facing company,
they watched their star dim in the public eye, more frequently in the news for financial losses and layoffs
than for technological breakthroughs. The company was sold off in pieces beginning in the late 1980s,
most notably that OEM peripheral storage division which still lives on as Seagate Technology. Still, even
in its final hours, Control Data managed to get Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev to come for a whirlwind
tour to buy some supercomputers. Now that’s salesmanship.
UNIVAC’s military focus meant that its star began to dim with the end of the Cold War, leading to layoffs
and acquisitions, ultimately ending in the final Lockheed Martin plant closure in 2010. The company’s
commercial division still lives on as Unisys, but it employs a fraction of its former workforce.
File: TPTclips.docx/pdf
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The ever-secretive Honeywell had never been public about its computing work, but the company’s military
work – particularly cluster bombs and nuclear missile guidance systems – landed it in hot water with antiwar activists in a prolonged protest movement called the Honeywell Project from the late 1960s into the
1990s.
IBM Rochester still lives and breathes, having peaked in the 1990s with a line of midrange computers
capped by the astonishingly profitable AS/400 series. According to IBM, in 1998, they delivered one
AS/400 system to a customer every 12 minutes of every workday. IBM Rochester’s profits were so big,
that in one year, they were the world’s number-two computer company, after, of course, parent company,
IBM. Their workforce has shrunk considerably since then, but they have many achievements past and
present, including being the current “fastest supercomputer” title holders. Learn more about IBM
Rochester in Was Minnesota the Inspiration Behind IBM’s Nickname “Big Blue”?
In the end, Silicon Valley still sits sprawled across the rolling valleys of the South and East Bay areas of
California. Minnesota’s juggernauts have shrunk, specialized, morphed and disappeared. But according to
technologist Melissa Kjolsing, founder of Recovree, the real power of Minnesota’s high-tech legacy is that,
these days, everyone is a technology expert. While it once took advanced degrees to build and operate a
massive machine, each of us effortlessly navigates a high-tech world every day, carries a supercomputer
in our pocket, creates and consumes vast amounts of data with every interaction or tap of the brake pedal.
Much of Minnesota’s tech scene is on the ground, focused on solving problems with creative solutions.
Seagate is one of the top three data storage companies in the world, with an eye toward a mind-blowingly
data-hungry future. The Minnesota high-tech story is far from finished.
Besides, who wants all that smog, traffic and absurd housing costs? Nah, we’re good right where we are.

2. SOLID STATE: LAND OF 10,000 SECRETS
https://www.tpt.org/solid-state/video/solid-state-land-of-10000-secrets-35707/

Minnesota was home to the computer industry for decades, hosting global powerhouse
companies like Univac, Control Data, IBM and Honeywell. Yet much of their creations were highly
classified tools for the Cold War, so countless employees could say nothing of their work. In
typical Minnesota fashion, little fanfare was made of our contributions to national security,
mostly because no one knew.

3. SOLID STATE: TALE OF THE TAPE
https://www.tpt.org/solid-state/video/solid-state-tale-of-the-tape-35708/
Innovation needs inspiration. And inspiration comes in many shapes and sizes. So, is it really so bizarre
that one engineer’s inspiration for how digital data gets recorded came from pianos?
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4. SOLID STATE: SPINOFFS
https://www.tpt.org/solid-state/video/solid-state-spinoffs-35833/
The golden age of Minnesota’s high-tech industry was dominated by four huge brands. But a whole
constellation of spinoffs, suppliers and vendors made for a richer tech scene.

5. SOLID STATE: HONEYWELL
https://www.tpt.org/solid-state/video/solid-state-honeywell-35834/
Widespread support for World War II meant military contracts were a no-brainer for Minnesota tech
firms. But sentiments had changed by the 1960s, and Honeywell found itself embroiled in a decades-long
protest against their core business.

6. SOLID STATE: DEMON
https://www.tpt.org/solid-state/video/solid-state-demon-35835/
Breaking secret codes were a wartime necessity. But that complex task became the basis of Minnesota’s
tech scene after World War II, and the basis for all modern programmable computers.

Credits:
•
•

•
•

•

The text and links of this paper are copied from the TPT website. The documentary and each
video clip also includes credit references.
Dr. Thomas Misa, author of Digital State – Director of the Charles Babbage Institute @ U of MN,
2006-17. Tom appears in the documentary and many of the clips. He was advisor to the VIP
Club’s Legacy Committee for eleven years.
The Lawshe Memorial Museum, part of the Dakota County Historical Society.
The entire staff at TPT,
including their cameramen
and publications staff who
supported producer Kevin
Dragseth.
Tom Trow, et al’ from the
Minnesota
High
Tech
Association.

Thanks to the sponsors of the
October 8th preview for interviewees,
the MHTA board, a post preview
panel, and the TPT staff.
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